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Abstract—A detailed study is undertaken to analyze the two-dimensional transient fluid-structure interac
tion of a plane acoustic pressure pulse with an arbitrarily thick, isotropic, functionally graded, hollow cylinder 
of infinite length, submerged in and filled with non-viscous compressible fluids. A laminate approximate 
model is adopted to deal with the assumed power-law variation of the constituents' volume fractions across 
the thickness of the inhomogeneous cylinder. The problem solution is obtained by employing the classical 
method of modal expansion in conjunction with the powerful Transfer matrix solution technique and 
Durbin’s numerical Laplace inversion algorithm. Detailed numerical examples for the transient responses of 
water-filled and submerged thick-walled TiC-Al FGM cylinders with ceramic or metal rich material com
positional gradient profiles under wideband and narrowband Gaussian incident shock loadings are presented 
and discussed. Many of the interesting dynamic features in the transient shell-shock interaction are ad
dressed through appropriate plots of the internal/external pressure field as well as the induced dynamic stress 
concentrations within the shell material. Also, the response curves for the FGM cylinders are compared with 
those of equivalent bi-laminate shells containing comparable total volume fractions of constituent materials.
A limiting case is considered and the validity of the work is established by comparison with the data obtained 
with the aid of a commercial finite element package.

Keywords'. Acoustic shock waves; Transient scattering; FGM cylindrical shell; Laplace transform; Lamb 
waves.

1. INTRODUCTION

Submerged elastic shell structures with simple geo
metrical configuration (e.g., spherical or cylindrical 
shells) are of extensive applications in marine, naval, 
offshore, nuclear, chemical and petroleum industries 
[1—2]. In particular, a relatively large number of inves
tigations dealing with the prediction of transient re
sponse of fluid-loaded cylindrical shells shocked by 
acoustic waves have been reported in the literature over 
the past five decades [3—5]. Here, an exhaustive review 
is avoided, and our attention is primarily focused on 
the most significant contributions relevant to the sub
ject of current study. Carrier |6 | adopted a modal ex
pansion and integral transform scheme to examine the 
response of a submerged, infinite, circular cylindrical 
shell subjected to a step pressure loading. Payton [7| 
used a double Fourier integral transform scheme along 
with the method of steepest descent to calculate the 
asymptotic solution for the total responses of sub
merged cylindrical shells and the fluid motion during 
the early time. Peralta and Raynor [8] used both 
Laplace and Fourier transformations to solve for the 
initial response of a fluid-filled moderately thick cy
lindrical shell immersed in an acoustic medium when

struck by a plane step pressure pulse moving in the ex
ternal fluid. Geers [9] obtained an exact analytical so
lution of the problem of the transient interaction be
tween a plane shock wave and a cylindrical shell using 
a combination of the modal expansion and the 
Laplace transform approach in conjunction with the 
residual velocity potential method for inversion of the 
transformed modal solutions for the shell response. 
Huang |10| utilized the techniques of separation of 
variables and Laplace transform to solve for the tran
sient response of a thin cylindrical elastic shell to an 
incident plane shock wave. Stepanishen and Ebenezer 
[11| and Chen and Stepanishen 112] used time depen
dent (in-vacu) eigenfunction expansions to calculate 
transient vibratory responses of fluid-loaded elastic 
cylindrical shells subject to broadband time-depen
dent mechanical and/or acoustic excitations. More 
recently, Iakovlev [13| presented a linear semi-analyt
ical model based on the classical method of separation 
of variables, the Laplace transformation technique, 
and the finite difference methodology, for the com
plete three-dimensional interaction between a spheri
cal shock wave and a submerged fluid-filled thin elas
tic circular cylindrical shell. Iakovlev [14, 151 subse
quently treated the two-dimensional problem of the
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transient interaction between a submerged fluid-filled 
thin elastic circular cylindrical shell and an external 
cylindrical shock wave with the assumption that the 
same fluid is inside and outside the shell. He simulated 
the interaction numerically and visualized the internal 
acoustic field, focusing on a variety of fluid—structure 
interaction phenomena occurring during the interac
tion in the internal fluid. Iakovlev 116, 171 also used 
the same approach to rigorously study the diffracted 
and radiated acoustic fields induced during the two- 
dimensional interaction between a submerged evacu
ated thin elastic circular cylindrical shell and a plane 
or cylindrical external shock wave. Just recently, Iak
ovlev [3] extended his previous studies for the most 
general case when the internal and external fluids have 
different properties

In recent years, the study of functionally graded 
materials (FGMs) has attracted a lot of attention. 
FGMs are advanced composites, microscopically en
gineered to have a smooth spatial variation of material 
properties in order to improve overall performance. 
This is achieved by fabricating the composite material 
to have a gradual spatial variation in the constituent 
materials' relative volume fractions and microstruc
ture, thus tailoring its material composition based on 
functional performance requirements |18|. The con
cept of FG M was first introduced in 1984 by a group of 
material scientists in Japan |18] as an alternative to 
laminated composite materials which show a mis
match in properties at material interfaces. FGM shell 
structures offer great promise in applications where 
the operating conditions are severe, including space
craft heat shields, heat exchanger tubes, fusion reac
tors, storage tanks, pressure vessels, and general wear 
and corrosion resistant coatings in aerospace, auto
mobile, marine, nuclear, and defense industries. For 
example, thermal barrier shell or pipeline structures 
may form from a mixture of ceramic and a metal [19]. 
The composition is varied from a ceramic-rich surface 
to a metal-rich surface, with a desired variation of the 
volume fractions of the two materials in between the 
two surfaces in order to relax the residual stresses 
which may give rise to fracture and failure of compo
nents during their fabrications or service processes 
|20|. The ceramic constituent of the material provides 
superior resistance to temperature, corrosion, oxida
tion and/or wear, while the metallic part possess duc
tility and mechanical shock resistance required as a 
structural component [21]. A review on various as
pects of FGMs can be found in the monograph by 
Miyamoto et al. [22]. Also, for a recent review on dy
namic behavior of FGM and inhomogeneous cylin
drical shells the reader is referred to |23|.

The above review indicates that, in contrast to the 
case of homogeneous cylindrical shells, there seem to 
be no rigorous analytic or numerical investigations on 
the transient fluid—structure interaction of function
ally graded cylindrical shells or hollow cylinders of ar
bitrary wall thickness. The primary purpose of the cur

rent work is to fill this gap. Consequently, we employ 
the wave equation for the internal and external do
mains, the classical method of modal expansion, and 
the T-matrix solution approach |24| in conjunction 
with Durbin’s numerical Laplace inversion technique 
1251 to investigate the 2D transient interaction of a 
plane pressure pulse with a doubly fluid-loaded inho
mogeneous hollow cylinder of arbitrary wall thickness 
with arbitrary material gradient composition profile. 
The proposed model can assist in understanding the 
acoustic response of submerged cylindrical pressure 
vessels, storage tanks, pipelines, submersible long ve
hicles, advance offshore or marine structures, and hol
low cylindrical components constructed from func
tionally graded materials [23]. The presented sets of 
converged analytical solutions are suitable for use as a 
canonical fluid—structure interaction benchmark for 
verification of numerical codes [4, 5|.

2. FORMULATION

2.1. Acoustic field equations
Figure la sketches the geometry of the problem. A 

functionally graded cylindrical shell of uniform thick
ness /**, inner radius я,* and outer radius a *  with vari
able material properties suspended in and filled with 
ideal compressible fluid mediums, and insonified by a 
transient plane acoustic wave normal to the axial di
rection (z*-axis) is considered. The center of the mul
tilayered hollow cylinder coincides with the origin О 
of the cylindrical coordinate system (/**,0,x*). Mak
ing the assumption of plain strain, the problem is inde
pendent of the axial coordinate along the cylinder and 
thus the x*-axis is not shown in the figure. The 
strength of the incident wave is assumed to be suffi
ciently weak such that the shell deflections are linearly 
elastic and small. Both the surrounding and inner flu
ids are considered to be in linear wave motions, which 
can be characterized by their unperturbed mass densi
ties and sound speeds, (p*,c*) and (p*,c*), respective
ly. For clarity, the following basic dimensionless quan
tities are used

t -  ctx t*/a*, r = r*/a* 

г = z*/a* p = c*2,
where / and p  denote dimensionless time and acoustic 
pressure.

As the incident pressure wave impinges upon the 
cylindrical shell, it is reflected and diffracted by the 
shell. The total acoustic pressure in the external fluid
medium, pex, consists of two components, namely, the
incident pressure, p mc, and the pressure scattered/ra-
diated by the shell, pSL\  i.e.,

/V ,e , / )  = />inc(r,e,0 + p*c\ r , Q , t ) .  (2)
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Fig. 1. (a) Problem geometry, (b) Volume fraction variation of the ceramic constituent along the radius of the FGM cylinder.

Furthermore, both p and p as well as the trans
mitted inner fluid pressure, p'n, should satisfy the wave 
equation separately, i.e. [26],

b t
dt

V i. к 2 D p
P = a k ^ T ,

2 k
(3)

where V2 = + * ?
dr rdr r23Q2

is the Laplacian opera

tor in the polar coordinates, and can be any of 
indices “inc, sea, ex, in ,” also, a inc = a sca = a cx = 1,
a i n  =  C c x / C i n -

Adjusting the origin of the time coordinate such 
that the incident wave strikes the vertex of the shell 
(r = 1,0 = 0) at / = 0, an arbitrary incident plane wave 
may be expressed as 1101

p ' n\ z , t )  = g ( z  “ 1+0 H ( z  -  1 + /) =

=  p""’(r ,Q 9t)  = g(rcos0 -  1 + 1 )H(rcosQ - 1 + 0 ,
where g(t) is an arbitrary function of time, and / / is  the 
classical Heaviside unit step function.

By applying the Laplace transform with respect to 
the / with s as transform parameter (e.g., using

A(/\0,s) = ^ \ ( r ,Q , t ) e s'dt where Л denotes the
Laplace transformation of Л), and utilizing the or
thogonality property of transcendental functions 
along with the addition theorem for cylindrical wave 
functions |27), the incident wave (Eq. 4) is written in 
the form

inc .
(4)

p'"\r, 0, s) = g(s)e s (  I -  rcosO)
со

= i(5)e"s^e„/„(r5 )cos(/i0 ),
(5)

where /„(*) is the modified Bessel function of the first 
kind 127), and symbol en is the Neumann factor 
(e„ = 1 for n = 0, and гп = 2 for n > 0).

Next, for the plane strain case under consideration, 
Fourier expansions for the scattered, external, and in
ternal fields maybe written as

X
p\r,Q ,t) -  2]/?*(r,/)cos(«0), (6)

n=0
where “A” can be any of “sea, ex, i n By substituting 
the expansion (6) into the wave equation (3), utilizing 
the orthogonality property of transcendental func
tions, and applying the Laplace transform with respect 
to the / (assuming that all initial conditions for the 
scattered, radiating, and transmitted waves as well as 
for shell motions to be zero), one obtains the following 
ordinary differential equation for each mode:

,2 ~k л j ~k 2
a* _, 2 + . 2 P« ~ S a kPmdr r dr Г

(7 )

where p kn  ( k =  s e a , ex, i n )  refers to the transformed 
modal component of scattered, external and internal 
acoustic pressure in the Laplace domain, respectively. 
Also, since the scattering and radiation conditions for
cylindrical shell at the far field requires that p sca( r , Q , s )  

vanishes as r  — »  с о ,  along with the condition of finite
ness of the inner pressure p \ r , Q , s )  at r  =  0, the so
lutions of the above ordinary differential equations 
for the scattered and the internal wave fields are 
written as (10)

Pn 0 ,5 )  = An{s)Kn{rs),
- i n

(8)
n = 0 Pn(r>s) = Bn(s)In(a inrs),
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where K„{x) is the modified Bessel function of the sec
ond kind 1271, A„ and B„ (« =  (), 1 ,2 ,...) are unknown 
modal coefficients which will be found later by apply
ing the pertinent boundary conditions. Moreover, the 
modal component of total acoustic pressure in the sur
rounding fluid can simply be obtained by addition of 
Eq. (5) and first of (8) as

pT(r, s) = A„{s)Kn{rs) + g(s)z„e~s/„(rs). (9)
2.2. Elastic shell

The wave motion in an isotropic elastic medium is 
governed by the classical Navier's equation [281

p ^ ^ v ^ + ^ + p . m v u ) ,  с о )at
with the following basic dimensionless quantities

u = u * /< , Ps -  pV  Pex> К  = K / p t C ,

Pv = P*/PcxC*x>
subject to the appropriate boundary condition. Here 
ps is the solid material density, are the Lame 
constants, and u is the vector displacement that can 
advantageously be expressed as sum of the gradient of
a scalar potential, ф = <p*/a*2, and the curl of a vector

potential, 4* = *P*/a*2, as
и = Уф + У хЧ ', (11)

with the condition ФФ = 0 |28|. Furthermore by mak
ing use of problem symmetry (see Fig. la), we have 
У = (y,0,0) [29]. The above decomposition enables 
us to separate the dynamic equation of motion into the 
Helmholtz equations:

( v 2 +  а 25 2) ф  =  0 ,  ( v 2 +  а 25 2) ф  =  0 ,  ( 12 )

where а,_ = л/р5/ ( ^ ! + 2ps)and a ,  = VpA l - Also, the 
displacement components of the elastic medium in 
the polar coordinate system are |28|

0 s + 10*
dr r ae

l аф d<j> 
r d Q  d r

(13)
and the radial and tangential stresses may be written as

+  (14)
d r  \ r  50 o r  г  I

where 6 = \ы  = У2ф = а /$ 2ф.
Now, adopting a laminate model [24, 301, the func

tionally graded shell is assumed to be composed of q 
layers of homogeneous isotropic materials, which are 
perfectly bonded at their interfaces and lined up such 
that their axes of symmetry coincide with each other 
(Fig. la). The material properties within each layer of
inner radius яу_,, outer radius a) and uniform thick

ness h* = a* -  я may described by the simple rule of 
mixture as [24, 30)

+ [1 -  V^7J)]X^

p 'v 1 =  M o ) И ,1 +  [1 -  M o ) ]  P.v2,  ( 1 5 )

p * 1 =  M o ) P * i +  [!  -  М о ) ] Р л

where Tj = (a, + aM)/2 (j = 1 ,...,<7), and 0y4, ajb
(A^1, ^ 1), p*1 and VpiTj) are the dimensionless inner 
and outer radii. Lame constants, mass density and vol
ume fraction of constituting material in the yth layer of
the multilayered shell, respectively. Also, (^ vl 2,ЦЛ|.2)> 
and p5l 2 are the Lame parameters and mass density of 
inner and outer constituting materials, respectively. 
Furthermore the relevant (transformed) scalar poten
tials corresponding to the compressional and shear 
waves transmitted into the yth layer of multilayered 
shell may conveniently be represented in the form of 
infinite generalized Fourier series as [281

CO

фу = ^ [C „ul(s )/„ (a ^ r)  + /)yi(5)^„(a/V)]cos(«0),

л=0 ( 16)
CO

фу = Х [£ « '(5>Л.(а^г) + F ^ (s )K n( a bs'sr)]s\n(nQ),
n-Q

where C*1 through are unknown transmission co- 
efficients which will determined later by imposing ap
propriate boundary conditions.

2.3. Method o f solution
The specific steps taken in constructing the model 

for making use of the transfer matrix solution tech
nique are described as follows [ 311. After constructing 
the formal solution for the relevant field variables (i.e., 
stresses and displacements) associated with each layer 
in the multilayered (functionally graded) cylindrical 
shell in terms of scattering and transmission coeffi
cients, these solutions are specialized to the outer and 
inner interfaces of the layer. Subsequently, the local 
transfer matrix for each layer is constructed by elimi
nation of the common transmission coefficients. Such 
a matrix relation can be used, in conjunction with sat
isfying appropriate interface conditions across neigh
boring layers, to directly relate the field variables of the 
inner face of one layer to the outer face of its outer 
neighbor. When this procedure is carried out consecu
tively for all layers in the bundle, a global transfer ma
trix (i.e., the product of the individual transfer matrix
es) results, which connects the boundary variables at 
the outer and inner surfaces of the multilayered shell. 
In this way, the noble advantage of using the global 
transfer matrix saves us from tedious implementation 
of the boundary conditions at all q +  1 interfaces (i.e., 
only the boundary conditions on the first and the last
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interface need to be imposed). Consequently, substitu
tion of the scalar potentials (16) into the constitutive 
relations (13) and (14), leads to the matrix form of the 
formal solutions for the field variables (stress and dis
placement components) associated with theyth layer 
[311, i.e.,

w„ui = Q W ,  (17)

where

in which the elements of the coefficient matrix Qjf are 
given in Appendix A, and the relevant stress and dis
placement components in the yth layer are expressed as

CT^(r,e,S) = ^CT^„(r,5)COS(«0),
л-0
CC

a^(r,e,5) = ^d^ .„(r,i)sin («0),

л“° (19)cc
6 jV ,0 ,j) = ^5j/J,(r,j)COS(«0),

со

«eV,0,5) = ^ M ^ n(r,5)sin(^0),
n=0

The matrix relation (17) can advantageously be spe
cialized for the inner and outer radii r = ajy aJA of the 
yth layer as

w f 1 = Q W ,  wy-' -  Qy-'xy, (20)

where the superscripts [/+] and (у—1 denote the quanti
ties evaluated at r = a} and aH , respectively. The 
above equations can be supplemented with the conti
nuity conditions between each interface layer, i.e.,
W f 1 = W ^ 'H  at r = dj. Next, by eliminating the 
common amplitude vector X„! in Eq. (20), the field 
variable vector may be related to W^-1 by

w y+l = M W ,  (21)

where M^1 = is the local transfer matrix for
the yth layer, which relates the field variables at its outer 
surface to those at the inner surface. Subsequently, by 
invoking the continuity conditions between all inter
face layers, the field variables at the outer radius of the 
total system, r -  aq, is related to those at the inner ra
dius, r = a0, via a 4 x 4 global transfer matrix, T„, by

w j?+l = T„W‘H, (22)

where

т„ = м |л,|м 1г"-м 1 ," . (23)

The unknown coefficients A„ through Fn can be deter
mined from the appropriate boundary conditions im
posed at the inner (r = a0) and the outer (r = aq) sur
faces of the multilayered shell. Thus, assuming conti
nuity of normal fluid and solid acceleration, normal 
stress and fluid pressure, and vanishing of tangential 
stress at r = a0 and aq implies that

lr=a0 ()r
~ I -ex,in

> a "Ue„ab _ P

'r=a„

r=OQ 
-ex

r^co

_ 8p
dr

(24)

’ ^ „ « 0 = 0 ,
r=a„

Next, making use of (8), (9) and (22) in (24), after 
some manipulations, one obtains

KniOqS) т'-'п1 + Т|3П2 T ]A1 n 1 l n T 1 n 1 l n  1 n o ' A n

0 7-2ЛП1 гр2,Ът-*2 rp2,4 
n l l n 1 n 1 ln 1 n 0 Bn

5"2* f tv )  T " n \  + T„X3n 2„ T 3A 0
~|-i|

0 7’4,1П1 + Т ААП 2 T aa1 n 1 ln T 1 л 1 l n 1 n -I. я \ + Я \
l U 0  ./»

-g(s)e„e 'fja^s)
0

-s~2g(s)e„e~sI ' „ ( d q S )

5

o

(25)

where П), =  - I n{ a $ ) ,  П2 =  pr =

= Pcx/pfn, prime denotes differentiation with respect to
the argument, and = 1,...,4) are elements of
the global transfer matrix.

2.4. Numerical Inversion o f the Laplace Transforms
It is difficult to find the analytical inverse Laplace 

transform of the complicated solutions for the dis
placement and stress components in Laplace trans
form domain. So we have to resort to numerical com
putations. The complex inversion formula for Laplace 
transforms can be written as 1321

C+/00

A(r,t) = f  f k(r,s)es'ds, 
2m  J

(26)
Г-/СО

where A(r,s) can be any of the modal field quantities
(Pn > йлл, fie*, стг, „, o r0 „, a 00 n), and c is an arbitrary re- 
al number greater than all the real parts of the singu
larities of A(r,s). In this work we shall adopt Durbin’s 
approach 1251 for inversion of the Laplace transforms
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Time History 4 Frequency Spectrumx IU

Fig. 2. The modulated Gaussian excitation pulse in time domain along with its frequency domain spectrum for two selected band- 
widths with a dimensionless center frequency of coo = 5.

which involves the discretisized form of the complex 
Laplace inversion formula [321 in the interval [О, 2Г0]:

Д (0 =
2eCl

TII
1

.v

iRe{A (c)} + £
f

к = 1
Re-1 Л1 c + i k y

(27)

x cosl k t—  ) -  Im
M>‘

Л| c + ikr=r
0'

sinl kt^Y
O'

where the suggested value of cT0 is between 5 and 10 
for sufficient accuracy [25]. This completes the neces
sary background required for the analysis of the prob
lem. Next we consider some numerical examples.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In order to illustrate the nature and general behav
ior of the solution, we consider some numerical exam
ples in this section. Realizing the number of parame
ters involved here and our computing limitations, we 
confine our attention to a particular model. The sur
rounding and filling fluids are both assumed to be wa
ter (p* = p *  = 1000 kg/m3, cf = c2* = 1500 m/s) at at
mospheric pressure and ambient temperature. Let 
there be a (modulated) Gaussian incident plane 
shock wave described by the mathematical expres-

sion g(t) = П „ехр[-(/ -  H o) 2/ 2 < 7 o ] c o s [ 2 t c c o 0( /  -  p0)K
in which П0 is a constant measuring the strength of the 
incident wave front (i.e., the peak pressure in the wave 
front), p0 is the mean, and a 0 is the standard deviation 
(i.e., a measure of the “width” of the pulse). Figures 2a 
and 2b display the modulated Gaussian excitation 
pulse in time domain along with its frequency do
main spectrum for a unit strength pulse (П 0 = l)with 
a dimensionless center frequency of co0 = 5, for two
different bandwidths of (p0 = 0.5,2gq = 0.025) and
(p 0 = 2,2<?o = 0.5), respectively. It is noteworthy that 
this type of excitation waveform includes all the fre
quencies of interest and should have a smooth turn on 
and turn off in order to minimize any undesired high 
frequency components [33|.

A dual-phase metal/ceramic functionally graded 
cylindrical shell of total thickness h = h{+h2 + 
... + hq = 0.2 is considered which is graded in the radial

Table 1. Constituent material properties

Material P? (kg/m3) К  (СРа)!к *  (GPa)
Aluminium (Al) 2700 50.4 25.9
Titanium Carbide (TiC) 4920 133.3 ! 200
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Table 2. T he calculated geom etric data for the two layers in 
the equivalent b i-lam inate cylinders

Shell type hTxC Aai

BLCR (y =  0.2) 0.167972 0.032028
BLM R (y =  5) 0.033809 0.166191

direction with varying proportions of ceramic Titani
um Carbide (TiC), and aluminum (Al). The physical 
properties of the constituents are provided in Table 1 
[34J. The volume fraction of Titanium Carbide (alu
minium) in the FGM shell may be varied from 100% 
on the inner interface (at r = aQ) to zero on the outer 
interface (at r = au + h = aq). Two distinct material 
gradient profiles with the following assumptions for 
volume fraction of inner material (Titanium Carbide) 
across the shell thickness, are studied:

W  = (1- ^ ) r , (y = 0.2,5), (28)

where a0 < r < aq (see Fig. lb). It is clear that у = 0.2 
simulates a ceramic-rich composition (CR), and у = 5 
denotes a metal-rich profile (MR) in the radial direc
tion. Also considered are two equivalent bi-laminate 
TiC-Al shells containing equal volume fractions of 
constituent materials as in cases of the ceramic rich 
(CR) and metal rich (MR) graded shells, which are 
denoted henceforth by “ BLCR” and “ BLMR” re
spectively. The calculated geometric data for the two 
constituents present in the equivalent bi-laminate 
shells are given in Table 2.

A general Mathematica code was constructed for 
computing the global transfer matrix, T, treating the
linear system (25) and determining the transformed

•

modal acoustic pressures, (р Т^Рп^РТ)у in addition to 
the transformed radial, transverse and circumferential 
modal displacement and stress components,
(Ur,mu0mdn,mGr<).n>Voo,n)- Furthermore, the Durbin’s 
approximate formula (27) is employed to determine 
the time histories of total acoustic pressure and the rel
evant shell displacement and stress components. The 
convergence of numerical solutions are secured in a 
simple trial and error manner, by increasing the num
ber of terms, N, in the Durbin’s summation, as well as 
the truncation constant in Eqs. (6), (19) (i.e., by in
cluding more modes in all summations), while looking 
for steadiness or stability in the numerical values of the 
solutions. It was found that uniform convergence can 
be obtained by using up to ZVmax = 800 terms in 
Durbin’s formula (27), along with a truncation con
stant of about 100 in the field equations (6), (19) [35]. 
The computations were performed on a network of 
Pentium IV personal computers with a maximum
number of qmax = 50 (not necessarily equal thickness) 
layers.

Figure 3 display the time history of acoustic inter
nal pressure at the shell center-point (r=  0) for two se
lected material gradient profiles (i.e., MR, CR) and 
incident pulse bandwidths (i.e., wideband and nar
rowband). The propagation, reflection and interaction 
of the internal shock wave with the shell result in a va
riety of phenomena occurring in the system. In partic
ular, strong reverberation of the transmitted pressure 
pulse accompanied by visible phase reversals due to 
the so-called “focusing effects” [14, 15] at the approx
imate time intervals Д/ «  2 a infl0 = 1.6 are apparent in 
all subplots, especially for the softer metal rich shell 
under a wideband excitation. Also, while there is near
ly no distinction between the center-point pressure 
curves in the ceramic rich (CR) and bilaminate ce
ramic rich (BLCR) shells, there are slight differences 
observed in the metal rich (MR, BLMR) cases, irre
spective of the incident pulse bandwidth.

Figure 4 displays the time histories of acoustic in
ternal pressure at the head and tail end points on
shell’s inner surface (R 1 : r = а ^ в  = 0; L I : r = a0, 
0 = 7i; see Fig. 1) for the selected material gradient 
profiles and incident pulse bandwidths. The most im
portant observations are as follows. At about t « 0.5, 
there is a small peak observed in the pressure ampli
tude curves associated with the right inner surface 
point R1 of the inhomogeneous shells excited by the 
wideband incident pressure (e.g., see peak “ 1 ” denot
ed in the first subplot of the first column). The peak 
amplitude associated with the metal rich shells are 
nearly double those of the ceramic rich shell. This sug
gests that the MR shell is more transparent with re
spect to the incident pulse in comparison with the CR 
shell. On the other hand, there is a small peak in the 
pressure amplitude curves associated with the left in
ner surface point LI (tail end) of the shell (e.g., see 
peak " 1" in first subplot of the second column), which 
is due to the circumferential surface (Lamb) waves 
traveling within the shell material. Here, in contrast 
with the head point (R l) situation, the peak amplitude 
associated with the metal rich shell is nearly half that 
of the ceramic rich shell. This peak is followed by a no
table burst in pressure amplitude (e.g., see peak “2” in 
the first subplot of the second column), which signifies 
the arrival of the transmitted wave at the tail end point 
LI. This remarkable increase in the pressure ampli
tude is followed by the previously mentioned focusing 
phenomena in the inner fluid region 114]. Further
more, noting the lower phase velocities in the softer 
metal rich shell material, the first and second peaks 
nearly merge together, as seen in the last two subplots 
of the second column. Moreover, the second (very 
small) peak in the first column can be related to return 
of the previously observed circumferential surface 
waves traveling within the shell material (i.e., the re
turn of peak “ I ” in the second column). Also, the third 
peak in the first column may be related to the genera
tion of circumferential surface waves within the shell
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Fig. 3. The time history' of acoustic internal pressure at the shell center-point for two selected material gradient profiles and inci
dent pulse bandwidths.

material due to the incidence of the travelling pressure 
wave upon the tail end of the shell (i.e., the generation 
of shell-borne surface waves due to the action of peak 
“2” in the second column). In addition, the fourth 
peak in the first column can be linked to the direct 
echo of the traveling internal shock wave (i.e., peak 
*'2” in the second column) to the right end (head 
point) of the shell. The above interactions continue 
leading to the appearance of subsequent peaks/dips in 
the internal pressure amplitude curves. The above 
mentioned clear distinctions are not very easy to ob
serve in case of the narrowband signal, which is prima
rily due to the constructive/destructive interference 
effects caused by its relatively wide temporal modula
tions. In particular, in contrast with the wideband sig
nal situation, the overall difference between the inter
nal pressure time histories of the bilaminate and FG M 
shell configurations seem to be more prominent in

case of the narrowband incident pulse. Lastly, by an 
overall look on Fig. 4, while keeping in mind the above 
discussions, it appears that the transient response of a 
fluid-loaded FGM shell under a wideband pressure 
pulse excitation may better be approximated with that 
of an equivalent bilaminate shell, in comparison with 
those insonified by a narrowband signal.

Figure 5 displays the angular distribution pattern of 
the maximum positive/negative acoustic internal pres
sure amplitudes swept over all times and radii, for 
wideband as well as narrowband incident waves. Here, 
the most noticeable observation is the distinct effect of 
the shell material gradient profiles on the maximum 
internal pressure directivities and amplitudes, espe
cially in the metal rich case. Also, the pressure distri
butions associated with the narrowband signal are of 
generally higher amplitudes (nearly up to 50% higher 
than the incident wave strength) in comparison with
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Fig. 4. The time histones of acoustic internal pressure at the head and tail end points on shell's inner surface (points R1 and LI) 
for the selected material gradient profiles and incident pulse bandwidths.

those of the wideband pulse (whose strength is nearly 
equal to that of the incident wave), keeping in mind 
the relatively high thickness ofthe shell (h = 0.2). This 
may be explained by the various observed phenomena 
(leakage of surface waves, focusing effects, and rever- 
beration/trapping of the transmitted pressure pulse) 
noted earlier. Furthermore, while the positive and 
negative maximum internal pressure directivity pat
terns nearly coincide in case of the narrowband inci
dent wave, there are distinct differences in case of the 
wideband signal. Lastly, the maximum pressure ampli
tudes appear to be notably higher near the tail end re
gion of the shell (i.e., the region in the vicinity of rear 
stagnation point 0 = n) in comparison with the head

region (0 = 0). This may be explained by the fact that 
the first (strongest) focusing effect occurs near the tail 
end region.

Figure 6 shows a sequence of snapshots for the an
gular distribution of the acoustic surface pressure 
(/* = 1) scattered from the metal rich and ceramic rich 
shells for the wideband incident pressure pulse. The 
directional distribution of the incident pulse is also 
shown in the subplots (the dash-dotted lines) for the 
sake of comparison. At early times of the interaction, 
e.g., in the first snapshot (t = 0.5, or the time at which 
the peak of the wideband excitation reaches the head 
of the shell, see point R2 in Fig. la), the scattered sur
face pressure distribution is nearly identical to that of
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Fig. 5. The angular distribution pattern of the maximum positive/negative acoustic internal pressure amplitudes swept over all 
limes and radii, for wideband as well as narrowband incident waves.

the incident wave, which is due to the fact that the cy
lindrical shell acts like a rigid cylinder and thus there is 
a relatively strong specular reflected (mirror-like) 
wave. The amplitude of this wave is strongly affected 
by the overall rigidity of the obstacle, which is itself de
pendent on the shell thickness as well as the inner fluid 
impedance. Here, one notes that the amplitude of the 
specular wave for the ceramic rich shell is slightly 
higher than that of the relatively softer metal rich shell.

Shortly after, at t = 0.75, the effects of the circumfer
ential propagating shell-borne surface waves (e.g., the 
symmetric/antisymmetric Lamb waves [14, 151) can 
be observed in the scattered pressure curves in form of 
slight deviations from the incident wave profile near 
top of the shell in the angular range of n/4  < 0 < n/2. 
Also, it is clear that, due to higher wave speeds in the 
ceramic rich shell, the scattered pressure curve for the 
ceramic rich shell (solid line) is further ahead of that
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Fig. 6. Snapshots for the angular distribution of the acoustic surface pressure scattered from the metal rich and ceramic rich shells 
for the wideband incident pressure pulse.

for the metal rich shell (dash line). At t = 1, in contrast 
to the early time situation, the peak scattered pressure 
amplitude (at 0 « к /3) corresponding to the metal 
rich shell exceeds that of the ceramic rich shell as well 
as the incident wave. This may also be linked to the

previously mentioned higher effects of the circumfer
ential propagating shell-borne surface waves in the 
softer metal rich shell material. In the time range of 
I < /< 1 .7 5 , the scattered pressure amplitudes for 
both metal rich and ceramic rich shells remarkably de-
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Fig. 7. The angular distribution pattern of the maximum induced compressional/tensional radial stress amplitudes across the wall 
thickness swept over all times in the metal rich and ceramic rich shells for narrowband as well as wideband incident waves.

cline, while there is a gradual shift in the phase of their 
oscillations. Subsequently, at times 1.75 < t < 2.25, on 
the other hand, the scattered pressure amplitudes 
gradually increase, reaching a maximum value at 
/ = 2.25 (for 0 * Зл/4), and there is a complete rever
sal of phase with respect to the incident wave at 
t = 2.5. For t > 2.5, when the peak of the incident 
pressure pulse completely has passed the tail end, the

oscillations in the scattered pressure amplitude curves, 
which may primarily be linked to the remaining trav
elling shell-borne waves, drastically decrease, while 
the higher radiated pressure amplitudes associated 
with the softer (more intensively radiating) metal rich 
shell are evident.

Figures 7 and 8 respectively display the angular dis
tribution pattern of the maximum induced compres-
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Fig. 8. The angular distribution pattern of the maximum induced compressional/tensional hoop stress amplitudes across the wall 
thickness swept over all times in the metal rich and ceramic rich shells for narrowband as well as wideband incident waves.

sional/tensional radial and hoop stress amplitudes 
across the wall thickness swept over all times in the 
metal rich and ceramic rich shells for narrowband as 
well as wideband incident waves. Comments analo
gous to the previous remarks can readily be made. The 
most important distinctions are as follows. The maxi
mum hoop stress amplitudes are in general remarkably 
higher than the corresponding radial stress ampli

tudes. The highest maximum radial (hoop) stress am
plitudes occur in the 0 < 0 < n/2  (0 a  n/3 ,n )  region. 
The maximum radial (hoop) stress amplitudes corre
sponding to the metal rich shells are in general slightly 
(remarkably) higher than those of the ceramic rich 
shells. The ceramic rich and the bilaminate ceramic 
rich radial and hoop stress patterns closely follow 
each other, while those of the metal rich shells
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Fig. 9. Comparison of the computed normal and transverse velocity time histories at selected points within a thick-walled water- 
filled and water-submerged three layered FGM (TiC/Al) cylindrical shell under the action of a unit step incident plane shock 
wave with those calculated using the finite element code ABAQUS.

slightly deviate. The maximum tensional and com- 
pressional radial stress amplitudes associated with 
the narrowband (wideband) incident pulse display a 
similar pattern with no (a slight) difference in the 
overall amplitude and directivity. Also, the maximum 
tensional and compressional hoop stress amplitudes 
associated with the narrowband (wideband) incident 
pulse display somewhat distinct patterns with no (a 
slight) difference in the overall amplitude and direc
tivity. In particular, in contrast with the previous 
cases, the hoop stress patterns associated with the 
narrowband signal exhibit a distinctive highly direc
tional pattern in the vicinity of the shell tail end region 
(0 «я). Finally, in order to establish the overall valid
ity of the work, we used our general Mathematica 
code to compute normal or transverse velocity time
history (v^V q) at selected points with the (/*,0) coor
dinates of (Point 1: (0.79,3tt/ 4); Point2:(0.86,7i/3); 
Point3:(0.93,0)), within a water-filled and water- 
submerged three layered FGM (TiC/Al) cylindrical 
shell (A, = A2 = A3 = 0.07 m) with a linear material gra
dient profile (y = 1; denoted by "LN"inFig. lb) (see 
Fig. lb) under the action of a unit step incident plane
shock wave (g(t) = П 0 = 1). The results, as displayed in 
Fig. 9, closely follow those calculated using the com
mercial finite element code ABAQUS 6.8 [36|.

SUMMARY

The transient interaction between a doubly fluid- 
loaded hollow functionally graded elastic cylinder of 
arbitrary wall thickness and an external acoustic shock 
wave is treated in an exact manner. The inhomoge
neous shell is approximated by a laminate model, for 
which the solution is expected to gradually approach 
the exact one as the number of layers increases. The 
solution of the problem is derived by means of the gen
eral two dimensional equations of linear elasticity, the 
wave equation for the internal and external domains, 
and the very powerful transfer matrix technique in 
conjunctions with Durbin's formula for numerical in
version of Laplace transforms. Primary attention is 
paid to the influence of material compositional gradi
ent on the transmitted internal and scattered acoustic 
pressure as well as the dynamic stress concentrations 
induced within the shell material. The most interest
ing observations are summarized as follows.

The time response of acoustic internal center-point 
pressure shows strong reverberation of the transmitted 
pressure pulse accompanied by phase reversals linked 
to the internal focusing effects at specific time inter
vals, especially for the softer metal rich shell under a 
wideband excitation. Also, while there is nearly no dis
tinction between the center-point pressure curves in 
the ceramic rich and bilaminate ceramic rich shells,
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there are slight differences observed in the metal rich 
situation, irrespective of the incident pulse bandwidth.

The peak internal transmitted pressure amplitudes 
associated with the metal rich shells are nearly double 
those of the ceramic rich shells, which implies that the 
MR shell is more transparent with respect to the inci
dent pulse in comparison with the CR shell.

In contrast with the wideband signal situation, the 
overall difference between the internal pressure time 
histories of the bilaminate and FGM shell configura
tions is more prominent in case of the narrowband in
cident pulse. Thus, the transient response of a fluid- 
loaded FGM shell under a wideband pressure pulse 
excitation may better be approximated with that of an 
equivalent bilaminate shell, in comparison with those 
insonified by a narrowband signal.

The shell material gradient profile has a distinct ef
fect on the maximum induced internal pressure direc
tivities and amplitudes, especially in the metal rich 
case. Also, despite the relatively high thickness of the 
shell, due to the various wave interaction phenomena, 
the pressure distributions associated with the narrow- 
band signal are nearly up to 50% higher than the inci
dent wave strength, while those of the wideband pulse 
are nearly equal to that of the incident wave. Further
more, the highest maximum internal pressure ampli
tudes occur in the tail end region of the shell, which is 
linked to the fact that the first (strongest) focusing oc
cur in this region.

At early times of the interaction, the scattered sur
face pressure distribution is nearly identical to that of 
the incident wave, which is due to the fact that the cy
lindrical shell acts like a rigid cylinder and thus there is 
a relatively strong specular reflected (mirror-like) 
wave. Also, the amplitude of the specular wave for the 
ceramic rich shell is slightly higher than that of the rel
atively softer metal rich shell.

At moderate times, the peak scattered pressure am
plitude corresponding to the metal rich shell exceeds 
that of the ceramic rich shell as well as the incident 
wave, which is linked to the higher effects of the cir
cumferential propagating shell-borne surface (Lamb 
and creeping) waves in the softer metal rich shell ma
terial.

At late times, when the peak of the incident pres
sure pulse has completely passed the tail end of the 
shell, the oscillations in the scattered pressure ampli
tude curves, which are primarily be linked to the re
maining travelling shell-borne waves, drastically de
crease, while the higher radiated pressure amplitudes 
associated with the softer (more intensively radiating) 
metal rich shell are present.

The maximum hoop stress amplitudes in the shell 
material are in general remarkably higher than the 
corresponding radial stress amplitudes. The maximum 
radial (hoop) stress amplitudes corresponding to the 
metal rich shells are on the whole slightly (remarkably) 
higher than those of the ceramic rich shells. The ce

ramic rich and the bilaminate ceramic rich radial and 
hoop stress patterns closely follow each other, while 
those of the metal rich shells slightly deviate. Also, in 
contrast with the normal stress cases, the hoop stress 
patterns associated with the narrowband signal exhibit 
a distinctive highly directional pattern in the shell’s tail 
end region.

Lastly, nearly irrespective of the temporal modula
tion of the incident pulse, it can be concluded that the 
transient response of a fluid-loaded functionally grad
ed ceramic rich (FGM-CR) shell may better be ap
proximated with that of an equivalent bilaminate 
(BLCR) shell, in comparison with the metal rich case.
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